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China’s Space Odyssey

World’s Envy?

The race for space dominance has already started, driven by the US on the one hand, and Russia and China
on the other. Peacefully, the race has a great deal of promise in extending mankind’s understanding of, and
reach for, the stars, including scientific, technological, and other civilian benefits that have the potential of
changing our lives for the better.
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n June 17, 2021, from the Gobi Desert, China launched three astro
nauts to rendezvous with the country’s nascent space station called
‘Tiangong‘, or ‘Heavenly Palace’. The launch is the third of 11 missions planned to complete the construction of China’s first long-term outpost
in space before the end of next year. The spacecraft, ‘Shenzhou’ (‘Divine Vessel’)-12, succeeded in docking to the two modules launched earlier. The crew of
Shenzhou-12 is scheduled to spend the next three months in orbit, to be
replaced by a second crew of three astronauts afterward.
The astronauts’ main tasks are to continue building the Tiangong Space
Station, installing equipment, and testing various functions, including life
support and waste management. They are scheduled to conduct two
spacewalks in the process. The Tiangong is expected to weigh between 80 and
100 tons. It is designed as a third-generation modular space station assembled in-orbit from pieces launched separately. Modular design and assembly in space improve reliability, reduce costs, shorten development
cycles, and meet diversified task requirements.
The Chinese station will serve as an orbiting scientific laboratory for the
country’s space program, allowing it to perfect operations and conduct new
experiments. At least nine of these experiments include partnerships with a
host of Western nations. Officials have said that once the station is completed next year, they will consider allowing foreign astronauts to be ferried
to the station.
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Five Key Themes in the New Space Economy
Climate change, security and telecoms are among the key themes driving a boom in the space economy. Here’s a look at what’s behind the increased
interest.
The rush to explore the expanding frontiers of the space economy is accelerating, with sustainability- and government-related applications driving critical
growth and private investment.
“If I had to pick just three words to capture my conversations in this arena, it would be ‘space is existential,’ from the future of the planet to the future of
commerce,” says Adam Jonas, Head of the Morgan Stanley Research Space Team.
For example, satellites are now providing a clearer view of how industries and human activities are intensifying climate change, while communications,
navigation and national security issues dominate governments’ growing interests in space.
To advance the conversation on space development and capital markets, Morgan Stanley Research recently gathered corporates, government representatives and venture-capital participants for its third Annual Space Summit. For investors, here are five key themes that emerged from the summit:
1. A Growing Relationship Between Space and Climate Change
Space and sustainability have aligned. With more investors focused on Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) factors, satellite imagery may provide
them with key data on the environmental impact of company activities. Satellite applications include monitoring greenhouse-gas emissions from
companies and regions, helping utilities optimize renewable energy infrastructure and mining data to project how climate change could affect particular
industries.
2. Increased Capital Formation
Despite Covid-19, last year saw the biggest private investment in space to date, with space capital formation and infrastructure developing on multiple
fronts.
3. Mitigating Orbital Debris
According to the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the number of active satellites in orbit could increase by 50% or more in 2021.
As space becomes more congested, the threat of ‘space junk’—orbital debris from old spacecraft and satellites—to new satellites and rocket launches
has grown. Some government agencies now struggle to track this orbital debris, creating potential demand for private companies to monitor and manage
this potentially catastrophic space waste.
4. Space and Security
Space has become an increasingly contested domain among countries, underscoring the need for ‘space domain awareness’ by private and governmental players. That means identifying, characterizing and understanding objects in orbit.
5. Telecoms – A Near-Term Focus
Satellite operators see value across all three orbital altitudes—GEO, MEO and LEO (Geostationary Equatorial Orbit, Medium Earth Orbit and Low Earth Orbit,
respectively)—with companies taking different approaches to blending them.
Courtesy: Morgan Stanley Research on the future of space development

space telescope, which was first
launched in 1990.
As part of the China Dream for national renaissance, Beijing aims to become a leading space nation by 2045,
following a long-term strategy of space
capacity development and technological advancement to this end.
Essential to any space mission is a
global satellite positioning system.
Wary of the US-controlled GPS, China
first started developing its own BeiDou
(‘The Bid Dipper’ or ‘Northern Star’)
navigation satellite system in the
1990s. In 2003, America’s invasion of
Iraq (“War on Terror”) demonstrated
what GPS-assisted ‘Shock and Awe’
could achieve militarily. The BeiDou
development soon picked up speed. The
final satellite of the system (BDS-3)
was sent into orbit in June 2020, completing the entire navigation satellite
network of 55 satellites, which claim
millimeter-level accuracy.
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World Government Expenditures for Space Programs (2020)* Total $82.5 bn
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As in the case of the American GPS,
along with positioning, navigation, and
timing services, the BDS-3 system offers a variety of advanced civilian applications like global search and rescue
assistance, early-warning for geological disasters, short message communication, precise-point positioning, and
automated transportation services
such as process monitoring, highway
infrastructure safety monitoring, highprecision real-time positioning and
dispatching for port operations. The
system has also wide applications for
agriculture and forestry. About 45,000
pieces of BDS-based automatic agricultural machinery are already working nationwide, cutting labor costs by
50%. Coupled with the ubiquity of global satellite navigation system-embedded smartphones, BDS-3 is rapidly
changing how people, businesses, and
other human activities are conducted.
China’s advancing pace of space exploration has been awakening American concerns about the US’ capacities
for a new Space Race for “dominance of
the stars”. However, as recently as in
2019, the focus was on America’s current reliance on Russia’s RD-180 engine to power national security space
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launches. As reported in a Foreign
Policy article of May 14, 2019, the debate was largely dominated by rival
commercial interests between aviation
and space technology firms like
Lockheed Martin, Boeing, and SpaceX.
In contrast to different American administrations’ policy uncertainty and
periodic shifts in the direction facing
NASA, China has stuck to its plans and
timetables, with the country’s space
program serving as a source of national
pride and another tool of international
diplomacy. All along, China has been
consistent in opposing the militarization of space. Together with Russia, it
proposed a joint draft treaty in 2008 on
the “Prevention of an Arms Race in
Outer Space”, which was revised in
2014. However, the proposal was rejected both times by the US.
On December 20, 2019, President
Donald Trump signed the 2020 National Defense Authorization Act including the establishment of a Space
Force as the sixth branch of the US
armed forces. On November 6, 2020, the
First Committee of the UN General Assembly voted in favor of adopting five
resolutions on outer space security.
These resolutions were “Prevention of

an arms race in outer
space,” “Further practical measures for the prevention of an arms race
in outer space,” “No first
placement of weapons in
outer space,” “Transparency and confidencebuilding measures in
outer space activities,”
and “Reducing space
threats through norms,
rules, and principles of
responsible behaviors.”
The US voted against all
of these resolutions except the last resolution
on reducing space
threats.
This followed directions set in a Pentagon
Report in September
2020, which referred to
China’s capabilities of
using an Anti-Satellite (ASAT) missile
to shoot down its weather satellite in
2007. The report alleges that despite
public stance against the militarization of space, China continues to develop “counter-space” capabilities including kinetic-kill missiles, groundbased lasers, orbiting space robots, and
space surveillance to monitor objects
across the globe and in space. China’s
arsenal of counter-space systems is
said to include electronic weapons—
such as satellite jammers, cyber capabilities, and directed-energy weapons.
The race for space dominance has already started, driven by the US on the one
hand and Russia and China on the other.
Peacefully, the race has a great deal of
promise in extending mankind’s understanding of, and reach for, the stars, including scientific, technological, and other
civilian benefits that have the potential of
changing our lives for the better.
Militarily, however, the space race
could spiral into a seemingly “sciencefiction” “Star War” arms race that could
further destabilize international relations. It also expands the risks of miscalculations with catastrophic consequences for mankind. 
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